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KING OF CROWS
• Led by Isaiah's vision, the 

Diviners journey toward 
Bountiful, Nebraska to 
meet up with Sarah Beth 
Olson to stop the King of 
Crows and save the 
world.- BOOK #4 OF SERIES.  
FICTION- RL 4.6 IL UG. GENRE-
FANTASY.



THIS LIE WILL KILL YOU.

• One year ago, there was a party.
At the party, someone died.
Five teens each played a part and up 
until now, no one has told the truth.
But tonight, the five survivors arrive at 
an isolated mansion in the hills, 
expecting to compete in a contest 
with a $50,000 grand prize. Of 
course…some things are too good to 
be true.-FICTION BL 5.1 RL UG

• GENRE-MYSTERY



CALL DOWN THE HAWK
• While dreamers Ronan Lynch 

and Jordan Hennessy work to 
control their powers and stop 
destructive dreaming, 
government agent Carmen 
Farooq-Lane is hunting dreamers 
to prevent the prophesized 
apocalypse. The text contains 
profanity. FICTION  BL 5.5 IL UG

• GENRE-FANTASY



MORE THAN WE CAN TELL
• When Rev Fletcher and Emma 

Blue meet, they both long to 
share secrets, his of being 
abused by his birth father, hers 
of her parents' failing marriage 
and an online troll who truly 
frightens her.  FICTION  BL 3.6  
RL MG+  

• GENRE- REALISTIC FICTION



IN THE HALL WITH A KNIFE
• A storm strikes Blackbrook 

Academy, and a motley crew of 
students and staff are left 
stranded on campus. After 
Headmaster Boddy is found 
dead, everyone is a potential 
murder suspect—FICTION  BL 
5.1  RL UG

• GENRE--MYSTERY



THE GEOGRAPHY OF LOST THINGS

•A teen girl discovers the 
value of ordinary objects 
while learning to forgive 
her absent father.  
FICTION  BL 4.5 RL UG

• GENRE-ROMANCE-REALISTIC 
FICTION



OVER THE FALLS
•He’s drowning in 

rejection. She’s riding the 
waves. Can a rich boy 
and a surfer girl find love 
at the beach?  FICTION  
BL 4.5  RL UG

•GENRE-ROMANCE



NO BIG DEAL
• Meet Emily, a stylish, cute, 

intelligent and hilarious teen 
about to start her senior year.  
She is also fat, but likes her body.  
With her mom trying new fad 
diets and increasing pressure to 
change, she is in a constant 
battle to stay strong and be 
herself-FICTION  BL  5.5 IL UG.

• GENRE- REALISTIC AND 
ROMANCE



SEND ME A SIGN
• Diagnosed with leukemia, high-

school senior Mia becomes 
irrationally dependent on 
horoscopes, good-luck charms, 
and the like when her life shifts 
from cheerleading and parties to 
chemotherapy and 
platelets. FICTION  BL 4.1 IL UG

• GENRE—REALISTIC FICTION



CYNTHIA HAS A SECRET
• One day, fifteen-year-old 

Carmina Knight’s life was 
perfect, and the next, she’d lost 
everything. Her family, her 
home, almost everything that 
she knew. Alone on the streets, 
she can’t trust anyone, but she 
also can’t make it alone.  
FICTION  IL  UG 

• GENRE-MYSTERY



SOMEONE ELSLE’S SUMMER
• Anna's always idolized her older 

sister, Storm. So when Storm dies 
in a tragic car accident on the night 
of her high school graduation, 
Anna is completely lost and her 
family is torn apart. That is, until 
she finds Storm's summer bucket 
list and decides to honor her sister 
by having the best summer ever --
which includes taking an epic road 
trip along wit her sister’s best 
friend Cameron.  FICTION IL UG

• GENRE  REALISTIC FICTION



HELLO LOVE
• A charming novel about two 

strangers who find a second 
chance at happiness when 
they’re brought together by one 
extraordinary dog.  FICTION  IL  
UG

• GENRE ROMANCE.



PLACE BETWEEN BREATHS

• A dark, intensely moving story 
of a girl desperately determined 
to find a cure for the illness that 
swept her mother away, and 
could possibly destroy her own 
life as well. FICTION  BL 4.8  IL 
UG

• GENRE REALISTIC FICTION.



THE SPECIAL ONES
• When young people are taken 

against their will to become part 
of a cult, they are worshipped by 
their followers and become lost 
in their new reality.  FICTION  BL 
5.2 IL UG

• GENRE HORROR



CAMP VALOR
• Wyatt avoids a prison sentence 

by spending three months in a 
secret government training 
camp. He and his friends must 
use their training when enemies 
seek Camp Valor's secrets—
FICTION  BL 5.6 IL  UG

• GENRE ADVENTURE.


